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Using experimental data for magnetic hypertine fields obtained through the technique of time 
differential perturbed py angular correlations (TDPAC) in the highly diluted system CeR (R=Gd, 
Tbj, we theoretically discuss the formation of the local moments at the Ce impurity site, adopting 
an intermediate valence model. The ferromagnetic rare-earth host is considered as a transition metal 
in the beginning of a Sd series and the CeR alloys are described as strongly d-f correlated and 
hybridized systems. One calculates the hyperfine field which reproduces quite well the experimental 
data. The Ce valence in these systems is also obtained, giving values in good agreement with 
experimental results and theoretical claims involving Gd and Tb band calculations. Some comments 
about the diluted systems YbR iR=Gd, Tb) are also made. 

At the present very extensive experimental data on the 
hyperfme fields at the sites of diluted n-d transition impu- 
rity ions t,n=3,4j in ferromagnetic Cd are available in the 
literature.’ More recently, Boysen et al.’ reported systematic 
cxpcrimcntal hyperfine data of diluted 3d ions in ferromag- 
netic ‘I% and also some hyperfine data of diluted 5d ions in 
this same host were obtained.’ From the measured magnetic 
hypertine fields in these locally perturbed rare-earth hosts 
one can estimate the local magnetic moments formed at the 
impurity sites. For instance, the local magnetic moments 
change sign when one goes from the first-half to the second- 
half of the 3ti series.‘z’“l” 

In order to explain these data, it has been invoked’,” that 
the main interaction between rare-earth host ions (Gd or Tb) 
is due to a direct d-cl mechanism, thus neglecting the 
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKYj interaction be- 
tween rare-earth 4f moments. The proposal is based on 
Moriyc8 rules: if one regards a ferromagnetic rare-earth host 
like Gd or Tb as a transition metal in the beginning of a Sd 
series, one always should expect a sign reversal in the local 
moments when one passes from the first- to second-half of 
the n-d series. These predictions agree qualitatively for the 
case of 3d impurities. On the other hand, all 5d impurities 
diluted in Gd have negative moments (with the possible ex- 
ception of Lu)” and the available data of Sd ions diluted in 
Tb (e.g., TaTb and IrThj show a total negative magnetic 
hype&e field and small negative moments.“‘5 

So, it was suggested that an alternative theoretical 
approach”-’ based on an extended RKk”k’ picture which can 
describe adequately the hyperfine field systematics of all 
<l-transition impurities placed in the heavy ferromagnetic 
hosts Gd and Tb. This picture brings out the fundamental 
role played by the 3f moments in driving the ferromagnetic 
properties of these metals and takes into account properly the 
transition metal-like character of these materials, i.e., the ex- 
istence of conducting s and d bands. Within this picture, we 
explained adequately the hyperfine field systematics of the d 
impurities placed in Gd and Tb. 

In this work we want to discuss some available hypcrfmc 
field data on CeR and YbR (R=Gd, Tb) alloys trying to 
insert them in the hyperfine field systematics of Sd impuri- 
ties placed in these rare-earth hosts. Experimental results 
concerning isomer shifts of the 5d Mijssbauer element 1931r 
diluted in Gd and Tb show that they are nearly constant, the 
value of 2 mm/s being in good agreement with the system- 
atic of isomer shifts of I” Ir in 5d transition metal hosts.‘>8 
The same feature of almost constant isomer shifts is obtained 
for the 3d Miissbauer element Fe placed in FeR (R=Gd, 
Tb).‘?’ This suggests that the host s-p and d-band occupa- 
tions are quite the same for these rare-earth metals. Band 
calculations”O~” have shown indeed that Gd and Tb exhibit d 
bands contributing a high density of states around the Fermi 
level. 

One can estimate7 from the above-mentioned band cal- 
culations the d- and s-p band occupation numbers for both 
metals as being, respectively, (nd)=2.2 electrons iper host 
atom) and (fzc)=0.8 electrons (per host atom) giving a 3 ‘- 
contiguration: (nd) + (n,) =3.0 electrons (per host atom). Gd 
is the only rare-earth metal which goes directly from the 
paramagnetic phase to the ferromagnetic one with a Curie 
temperature Tc equal to 298 K. The saturation magnetic mo- 
ment at very low temperature is 7.63,~ which is larger than 
the 7~~ value corresponding to the trivalent Gd3’. Tb metal 
undergoes two magnetic transitions characterized by the 
Niel temperature Z’,+, (TN=229 Ii) and the Curie temperature 
Tc (Tc=221 K) and at very low temperature the saturation 
magnetic moment is 9.34~~~ which has to be compared to 
the theoretical value of 9p, , expected for the trivalent ion 
Tb3+. 

The ferromagnetism of these “normal” rare-earth metals 
is described in a simple Stoner-type picture by two d-spin 
subbands split by and exchange energy, driven mainly from 
the exchange interaction between the effective 4f moment 
and the d electrons. Moreover, one assumes that, due to host 
hybridization, the s-p and d-conduction bands have antipar- 
allel magnetizations, as occur in Fe metal.“‘“~” 
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The technique of time differential perturbed 7-y angular 
correlations (TDPAC) has been widely used in the last years 
to obtain new information about the formation of local mag- 
netic moments of Ce impurities in metallic elements.‘” In 
particular the CeR (,R=Gd, Tbj systems where studied 
through this technique by Thiel et uZ.,l’*15 suggested that the 
single Ce ion in CeR systems (R=Gd, Tb) is in an mterme- 
diate valence (IVj state. 

We assume that in an IV regime the Ce 4f level Ed, 
which is fractionally occupied, is strongly admixed with host 
conduction states and lies very close to the Fermi energy of 
the system, i.e., Ef- +A, A being the 4f resonance width. 
The magnetic hyperfine field at rare-earth impurity nuclei 
placed in Gd or Tb metals is determined by a combination 
arising from both conduction eIectron polarization (CEP) and 
core polarization (CPj fields. The CEP field, which is due to 
the polarization of s-p conduction electrons, is given by 

H#“=AiZjh,(Oj , ill 
where A (2) is the hyperfine contact parameterr” and rtiJt,,(o) is 
the s-p magnetization at the impurity site. Using Camp- 
bell’s data l6 for La and Lu one g rets for Ce the value 
A(Z) =3.23X IO” pLgl kOe. Due to the 5d character ascribed 
to the anomalous rare-earth Ce impurity, a CP arises from its 
localized d-magnetic moment which polarizes the impurity 
e.lectron core, similar to the case of a transition element im- 
purity. It can be written as 

H’<!= -A$f’&(~()) 
ht f (2) 

where A$? is a positive CP coupling parameter, of the order 
of 1200~; r kOE for the Scl series and Ijld(0) is the d mag- 
netization at the impurity site. The 4f resonance in the local 
density of states (“impurity site”j introduces an extra con- 
tribution to the CP hyperfine field. This extra CP hyperfine 
field is due to the occurrence of a n-f transferred local f 
magnetization ~fi&.Oj.‘” One has 

H)ff)= -4 ~~pf’rn/( 0 j ) 1 i3j 
where A$!’ is a positive coupling constant, the value 
adopted here being 1500 pi1 kOe. 

The total hypcrfine field is then 

q,=A(Z)ti,(Oj -A;~i,idiO)-A$zfiOj . 

In Ref. 12 it is shown that #rf(0) is parallel to riid(Oj: 

ilrf(~O) _ ~~~~,iOj = U,,PfiE~j~~~(Oj , i5j 

where lJdf is an effective d-f Coulomb type interaction and 
ff(E,) is the density of states of the 4f resonance at the 
Fermi energy. Thus, the total hypcrfine field is 

Hhf=l~(zj&(oj -A$$[ 1 + (A~~~/,f!/A~~‘)~llf]ljld(O) . 
i6j 

The self-consistent calculation of tin,(O) and &(O), which 
are the solution of a Koster-Slater problem are given in 
detail in Refs. 5 and 6; 

=I 

!J p,d’jfi’)dE = CT 
-= c [i - v,,~,,iE~l~+l~~~,,p,,iE)I” ’ 

(7) 
where p,,,(E) is the unperturbed density of states of a cy 
subband with spin c (n=s-p or dj, F,,(E) is its Hilbert 
transform, f(E) is the Fermi Dirac function, and ,u is the 
chemical potential. At T=O K, one has p=E, . The localized 
potentials are self-consistently obtained via the Friedel sum 
rule 

: c arctan ~kuhim =-- 

o- 1 - V,GJ,,iE,) ’ 
(8) 

where AZ: is the charge displaced by the potential I’,,, in the 
CT subband of cy electrons and K, accounts for degeneracy; 
one has iY,=4 and Kd=5. 

Let us now focus our attention to the CeCd system. It is 
believed that the Ce valence in an IV state lies in the range 
(3.2-3.4). This implies in our picture that 11 electrons in the 
range 0.2-0.4 are transferred to the n band and are screened 
via Eq. (S), thus fixing a local d magnetization itid ob- 
tained through Eq. (7j. Thus, the total hyperfine field is fixed 
when &f is specified, since all the other terms in Eq. (6) are 
known if one adopts the same parameters of Refs. 5 and 6. 
We adopted for t&=Udfpf(EFj the value &=3.6. This 
choice yields for T=O K a total negative hyperfine field 
H,,r=-537 kOe which is in good agreement with the value 
obtained by Thiel eb al. l4 which is: lHhfl=540 kOe and with 
the whole systematic of 5d impurities diluted in Cd which 
are always negative. The choice &=3.6 yields a valence 
state of 3.2s (v=O.~j and therefore- the Ce configuration is 
qfo.75 5 d 125 6s2, which is consistent with the results ob- 
tained in Ref. 17. The self-consistently calculated local mo- 
ments are rii,.(Oj=-0.056~B and md(Oj=0.054~uB. 

Let us now discuss the CeTb system. At T=O K, the 
experimental value estimated for the total hyperfine field is:‘” 
H,,-550 (80) kOe. Assuming that the Ce valence state in 
Ce% is the same as in CeGd, i.e., v=O.25, our calculated 
self-consistent local moments are Qoj= -0.0314~~ and 
fid=0.0280yB. In order to fit the experimental value one 
adopts .!&=o.gh and then one obtains: H,r=--543 kOe at 
T-O K, in good agreement with the experimental result. No- 
tice that cdf accounts for the high density of states of the f 
resonance pf (EFj at the. Fermi level and for the strong ef- 
fective d-f correlation and so one can make a comparison 
between the adopted values of &f for CeGd and CeTb. One 
has 

&&CeTbj 9.86 
=- =2.74. 

&&CeGdj 3.60 

Remembering that tdf= UdfPf(EFj and assuming that 
Ukzf is almost the same for$oth systems and that pf(EF) is 
roughly proportional to the d peak of the density of states at 
the Fermi level of the hosts, one has 
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Eifi CkTh 1 pl%b! 
&fr CcGd) = py(EF) * (10) 

From band calculations *“311 one has pF(EF)=66 states per 
atom per Rydberg whereas pf”( EF) =25 states per atom per 
Rydberg; thus [p~‘(EF)]I[p~‘(EF)]=2.63, in a good agree- 
ment with our adopted values. 

The existence of such sharp peaks near the position of 
the Fermi level are responsible for the steep drop with tem- 
perature of the local d magnetizations and therefore of the 
effective core polarization contributions to the hyperfine field 
[see the last term in Eq. (6)], whereas the s-p contribution 
remains almost constant with temperature. This effect should 
be more dramatic in Ce73 than in CeGn as is indeed experi- 
mentally verified.14*‘” 

As a tinal comment let us briefly discuss the YbR sys- 
tems. Yb is an anomalous rare earth with a 2’ ionic configu- 
ration: 4f’” 5d’“6s2. The hyperfine field of Yb e.mbedded in 
Crd was obtained from M6ssbauer experiments yielding the 
value: H,r(YbGd)=-280(.10) kOe,‘a which is almost tem- 
perature independent. These authors argued that the values of 
the hyperfine field, together with isomer shift measurements, 
support the assumption that Yb in YbGd is in a 2+ state and 
has no f moment. We used the same s-p local magnetiza- 
tion calculated for CeGd, since in both the Ce and Yb cases 
one has the same 6s’ ionic configuration. From Ref. 16 one 
gets (interpolating between the La and Lu coefficients): 
A(Z) -4.67X IO” /LB -r kQc and then H,,=Hi$=-260 kOe, 
which agrees quite well with the experimental value. 

As far as the YbTb system is concerned there are no 
available esperimental hyperfine field measurements. Using 

the same assumptions as made for YbGd, one can predict the 
following value for the hyperfine field. lihf=@ = - ‘147 kOe 
which should remain almost constant in temperature due to 
the flatness of the Tb s-p onduction band. 
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